Hunting

the Prince of the Bushveld!

It was a dream come true!
By Johan Smit

SCAN ME!
WATCH THIS
HUNT NOW

Ever since I started hunting, it has been my dream to hunt a nice sable bull. Most international hunters
with whom we have worked consider these animals the ultimate African antelope to hunt. The sable, also
known as the ‘Prince of the Bushveld’, really stands out in his home on the African plains, especially
during winter when the veld takes on its beige mantle. The name ‘sable’ is indicative of this animal’s
colour. Only the bulls display the shiny black coat; the female of the species and the young display a
dark reddish-brown. Belly and facial markings are pure white in vivid contrast to the rest of the body.

W

e were due to film the 13th episode of HunTech
Game & Outdoor, when the opportunity presented
itself to hunt a sable. We had been invited by
MJ Ras to film our episode at Full Score Hunting Safaris,
situated just outside Messina. After finishing HuntEx’19 we
were joined by our international sponsor, No Scent, and we
set off for Full Score. Mike Austin (owner of No Scent), his
wife Suzanne and their South African partner, Pieter Keeve
joined us.
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After a drive of about four-and-a-half hours from Johannesburg, we arrived at Full Score, where we were greeted
by MJ Ras.
At the lodge MJ asked us what we wanted to hunt first. I
asked Mike if he was ready to head over to the blind for the
afternoon session and he replied: “You bet, yeah!” He wanted to hunt a golden wildebeest or a nice sable bull. MJ told
us there was a blind where both species had been spotted
on the Bushnell Trailcams.
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I was up early the next
morning to shoot a few
arrows with our Ravin
crossbow to make sure
everything was dialed
in. I also enjoyed a cup
of coffee.

We packed a cool bag with some water and cool drinks
and set off for the afternoon session. We got into blind number 5, packed out all the camera gear and Mike’s equipment
and sprayed ourselves with No Scent. Why do you need No
Scent in the blind, you may ask? Well, we were three people
in the blind and if the wind swirled too much, the animals
would pick up our scent and run away. Half an hour passed
before we spotted the sables making their way to the blind.
I was amazed at their numbers – I counted 33 bulls! Mike
got his bow ready and MJ said we should wait so he could
see which bull would be a good target. He then pointed out
a STUNNER of a bull approaching us. The animal came to
within 33 yards and Mike got ready to take his shot. He lined
up his sight on the sable’s shoulder and he let the arrow fly.
The arrow hit the bull. It appeared to have hit a little
lower than Mike had intended but MJ said if the broadhead
had done its job, the bull would go down. He advised that
we should give the bull some time to go and lie down, and
so we waited for 30 minutes in the blind. While we waited a
herd of blue wildebeest approached the blind and MJ told
Mike to shoot a cow because they needed meat for the
camp. The blue wildebeest stood at 25 yards and Mike put
in a cracker of a shot.

We then set off to track
the sable bull. He had only
managed to run 50 yards
from where he was shot.
Mike was stoked with his sable! The bull measured 45,5".
We took some nice photos and then tracked the blue
wildebeest. We found the animal 40 yards from where Mike
had shot her.
We returned to the blind for the remainder of the afternoon, and enjoyed watching some of the other species Full
Score Hunting Safaris has on the ranch. That evening MJ
and his team spoiled us with snacks and drinks next to the
campfire, and we enjoyed the ambience and shared hunting
stories.
MJ spoke with his trackers to find out where the sable
which he had selected for me could be found. After breakfast MJ and I set out in search of the sable I had been
dreaming about. This particular sable bull had been used as
a breeding bull and this just made the hunt extra special for
me.
We spotted the sable and MJ and I, together with my
wife, Beulah, who was filming, started to approach the bull
slowly and steadily. MJ asked me at what distance I would

When we arrived at the lodge we off-loaded the
bakkie and had a light lunch.

SCAN to watch
episode 13
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closer. Then MJ paused and showed me the bull, standing
underneath a tree looking straight at us. I knew this was it –
this was my shot!
MJ pulled out the Primos shooting sticks and I ranged
the bull again … 38 yards. I lined up my scope onto the animal’s shoulder. He was standing slightly quartering towards
us and I worked out my angle of penetration.

be comfortable taking the shot with the Ravin. I told him
anything up to 80 yards, because this was the distance I
had practiced at home.
I took out my Bushnell Range Finder and ranged 110
yards. The Ravin crossbow is more than equipped to shoot
at that distance but I was not comfortable taking the shot so
I wanted to get a little bit closer, which we did. We crept a bit

The moment before I took the shot
Mike Austin and MJ Ras with the
magnificent sable which Mike harvested.
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A thousand words captured in one moment
The moment we
found my sable bull

I flipped the switch from Save to Fire and put my finger
on the trigger, took a deep breath and exhaled half way …
This is where I find my sweet spot ... Because I knew the
range was 38 yards, I put the 40 yard dot on my impact
mark and squeezed the trigger.
The arrow went exactly where I aimed. The sable lifted
his leg slightly just before the arrow struck but I was sure
the broadhead had done the job. MJ advised that we give
the bull a few minutes before we started to track him. I knew
from the calculation of my shot the bull wouldn’t get very far.
We started to track and found blood within a few yards.
The bright pink colour indicated that it was lung blood, so I
knew my angle was perfect. Then reality started to sink in! A
dream of mine came true when I saw his horns through the
mopani trees resting on the ground.
I will never forget this moment. Being able to hunt an
animal of this calibre has so much meaning for me. MJ and
his partner, André van Wyk, made my dream possible and

My Bushnell Rangefinder’s response time was
so quick. No time was wasted.

this will always be a special hunting memory for me. The old
sable bull measured 42,5".
Huntech Game & Outdoor travels right across South
Africa and gives us the opportunity, in association with
Game & Hunt, to share these hunts with you. Contact us
today and let’s share a hunt!
We look forward to sharing the next hunt with you guys!
For more information about our sponsors and destinations,
visit our website at http://www.huntechpro.co.za and find us
on:
Facebook: Huntech Game & Outdoor.
YouTube: Huntech Game & Outdoor
Instagram: huntechpro WhatsApp: +27 61 041 3020
Visit our YouTube channel for more videos:
https://www.youtube.com/tjoeriekie
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